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Fabrics-textiles.com Launches Wholesale Organic Cotton Fabric & Linen fabric.

Fabrics-textiles.com is offering a new line of wholesale-only Organic Cotton fabrics & Linen fabrics with
the smallest minimums & yet the best prices.The range includes various colors & weaves.

June 21, 2007 - PRLog -- Fabrics-textiles.com has launched its line of wholesale-only Organic Cotton
fabrics & Linen fabrics which can soon be accessed at their website:
http://www.fabrics-textiles.com/wholesale/ and at http://store.fabrics-textiles.com/

This new line will include Organic cotton fabric and Linen fabric, which will be available in wholesale,and
will feature some of the lowest minimum quantities required,at the lowest prices.
Some of these fabrics can be available at minimums of 75 yards per color, and yet at good wholesale prices.

In case of wholesale ready stocks of fabrics,the minimums would be very low in order to buy at wholesale
prices,sometimes as low as 25 yards per fabric pattern.
In case of custom-manufacturing, Fabrics-textiles.com is offering to get any fabric custom-manufactured as
per customer samples or from their own range of fabrics.
Here too,the minimum quantity requirements have been kept low,sometimes as low as 75 yards per fabric
pattern/color.

Most fabrics will be available as custom-manufactured for the buyer and would allow small businesses in
America to buy fabrics at rates comparable to what they would buy at if they were to import these from
India or China,except without the same minimums.
The motto at Fabrics-textiles.com seems to be "Low minimums,Low prices".

It seems Organic is the way ahead at Fabrics-textiles, and they are touting organic cottons to be the ideal
fabric for childrens wear, baby diapers, baby-wear, and just for summer wear along with Linen fabric.

# # #

Fabrics-textiles.com is an online fabric store with fabrics like silk,cotton,cotton prints,organic
cotton,quilting fabric,drapery fabric,knit fabric,madras patchwork fabric,patchwork fabric,decorator fabric,
madras fabric, terry towels,cotton towels,hand towels,beach towels and all textiles.
Fabrics-textiles.com also offers wholesale fabrics.

Website: store.fabrics-textiles.com

--- End ---
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